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Legal Secrets: Science, Technology & the Cold War: Research on Cold War history
of science and technology requires access to critical declassified documents. Two
$8,000.00 important new databases will significantly augment current FSU holdings.

Arts and Sciences

Egyptian Gazette, 1910‐1911: Request to purchase microfilm of Egyptian Gazette
for 1910 and 1911, updating our unique collection, purchased in 2009, with years
$1,000.00 most recently out of copyright.
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25‐Word Application Summary

Latin American Crime and Democracy: I am requesting $6500 to establish a Data
Repository for the Latin American Public Opinion Project dataset, the most
comprehensive survey of democratic values and behaviors throughout Latin
$4,500.00 America and the Caribbean.
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Arts and Sciences

Taxation and Economic Reform in America (HeinOnline database): The database
contains legislative histories and other documents related to taxation, economic
$12,487.20 reform, stimulus plans, and bankruptcy. Coverage is from 1781‐the present.
The Oxyrhynchus Papyri: a collection of ancient texts (in Greek, Latin, Coptic, and
Arabic) from the most important cache of papyrological documents for the study
$1,443.20 of ancient Greek Literature. Strozier has incomplete holdings in this series.
Access to 'The Military Balance': I am requesting $501 to obtain The Military
Balance for the years 1961‐1997. This publication lists weapons systems for all
$501.00 countries. I am using this source to create a measure of military power.
The Sensual Book: St Albans Psalter: a deluxe, bilingual English medieval
manuscript, made (extraordinarily) for a woman and critical for my major research
$16,665.00 project, The Sensual Book.
Geriatric Song Literature: This grant will fund the acquisition of songbooks from
four publishers, which will create a compilation of popular song repertoire from
$1,323.98 1890‐1970 to use with geriatric clients in music therapy settings.
Chinese Buddhism: History and Primary Texts. Requesting funds to purchase
primary resource materials and core history books on Chinese Buddhism for my
research, other faculty and graduate students’ research within the department.
$8,148.00 This acquisition will greatly enhance the library’s collection in these areas.

